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Another catalogue brings new Falke 80/90 info
September 27 2010 at 8:00 PM

 Garvin  (Premier Login Garvin2)
 Owner

This is a catalogue dating from around 1952 by Fern Kauf Nord (known as "FKN Prazision"), a German retailer and distributor that was based in Celle, a short distance to the north-east of
Hannover and not far from Bennigsen where the Falke factory was based. 

  
This catalogue illustrates for the first time the range of three front sight blade types available, the straight post almost universally seen on existing Falkes 80 and 90, plus a tapered post
and -- for an extra cost -- a bead. 

  

  
It also shows, for the first time, a distributor selling Falke rifles under its own brand, with no mention of the Falke name (as Burgsmüller was doing for Weihrauch at the same time). 

  
FKN gave air rifles made by Falke and BSF names of its choosing, generally types of 'big cat' -- in the case of the Falke 80 "Königstiger" (Bengal Tiger or King Tiger) and in the case of the
Falke 90 simply "Gigant" (Giant). 

  
Falke must have had a close relationship with FKN because at least two FKN catalogues featured Falke underlevers on the front cover (see below). FKN added a significant premium to the
price of the range of Falke airguns and it must have been confident that its market position justified the markup. 

  
Interestingly, FKN must have had its own pictures of the rifles and their rear sights drawn up because they are highly accurate, unlike Falke's own catalogue illustrations at the time, which
seem to have been based on pre-production sketches. 

  
To view the Falke underlevers advertised in the FKN brochure, go to the Resources section. 
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Garvin, this is my first post here...as I am actually quite ignorant of Falke guns! That should change quickly as I spend more time here. 

  
The scans of the FKN catalog are really beautiful. It's interesting that they use names rather than model numbers for these superb underlevers, and I
would note that "King Tiger" was also the name of the most fearsome German battle tank in the late unpleasantness.
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Hi Mike, you're very welcome here, November 7 2010, 1:43 AM 

 

which goes without saying really since you're welcome anywhere airguns are discussed. I think it's probably fair to say that there's more information
here on Falke airguns than anywhere else, so you should be able to get 'up to speed' on the marque pretty quickly!

I agree the FKN catalogue is great. I'll post some more scans of it on the AVA at some point, because they sold other airguns than Falkes (though
sadly not Weihrauchs).

I was aware of the "Königstiger" tank of the same name but your post has made me think. Considering the War had been over only a few short years,
it must have been a somewhat bold move for a German company to give a home grown (air) rifle the very same name as an iconic battlefield weapon
of the defeated German army!

The Tiger tank was built in Kassel, Hesse, which is about 80 miles south of the site of the Falke factory, near Hannover. I found the following
description of the Tiger on Wikipedia, which is amusing when you think how the name was used by FKN.

The Falke mod 80 rifle was largely hand-made from the highest quality materials. Its rear sights alone were a marvel of detailed, labour intensive
machining and finishing. The high cost of making the Falke underlevers 80 and 90 could easily have played a part in the company going out of
business less than a decade after it started.

From Wikipedia: "While the Tiger I was feared by many of its opponents, it was over-engineered, used expensive and labour intensive materials and
production methods, and time-consuming to produce. Only 1,347 were built between August 1942 and August 1944."

I suppose you could argue that the German high command's decision to build the Tiger tanks contributed to the Nazi regime 'going out of business'
too.... 
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